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INTRODUCTION

QUANICSTM  is	committed	to	becoming	the	best	water	solutions	problem	
solver	in	the	world.	We	promise	to	provide	complete	engineered	water	
solutions	using	the	latest	technology	and	best	products.	We	will	provide	the	
best	technical	assistance	and	customer	service	available	and	we	will	always	
deliver	more	than	we	promise.

In	our	quest	to	serve	our	market,	we	do	not	view	a	technology	as	the	one	and	
only	option,	but	rather	look	to	develop	a	wide	variety	of	technologies	that	the	
engineer	and/or	end	user	can	tailor	to	their	individual	application.	Along	this	
line,	we	are	proud	to	introduce	two	NSF	Certified	treatment	systems,	SCAT®	
AeroCell®	and	SCAT	Bio-COIRTM.	

Both	systems	operate	as	fixed-film	media	filters	to	treat	wastewater.	The	
patented	SCAT	delivery	system	is	the	same	for	each	system	only	the	media	
is	different.	Each	media	type	has	its	own	unique	properties	and	both	have	
been	tested	and	listed	under	NSF	International	Standard	40	Class	1	require-
ments.	Both	systems	have	also	been	demonstrated	to	significantly	reduce	total	
nitrogen.	The	following	manual	will	explain	the	differences	and	similarities	
of	each	system.		Before	reading	this	manual	determine	which	system	you	are	
currently	utilizing	by	examining	the	data	plate	attached	to	the	system	lid.		
Each	system	will	be	identified	by	name	“Bio-COIR”	or	“AeroCell”.

This	manual	covers	the	following	model	numbers.

AeroCell	Model	#’s Bio-COIR	Model	#’s

ATS-SCAT-8-AC-C500 ATS-SCAT-8-BC-C500

ATS-SCAT-86-AC-C750 ATS-SCAT-86-BC-C750

ATS-SCAT-88-AC-C1000 ATS-SCAT-88-BC-C1000

ATS-SCAT-886-AC-C1250 ATS-SCAT-886-BC-C1250

ATS-SCAT-888-AC-C1500 ATS-SCAT-888-BC-C1500

The	dealer	who	 installs	your	wastewater	 treatment	 system	 is	 responsible	 for	
completing	and	submitting	the	warranty	sheet	found	in	this	manual	to	activate	
your	warranty.

We	 are	 eager	 to	 assist	 you	with	 any	 questions	 or	 problems.	 Please	 contact	
QUANICS	at	1-877-QUANICS	to	request	assistance.	

PROCESS	DESCRIPTION

The	QUANICS	AeroCell	&	Bio-COIR	are	individual	wastewater	treatment	
systems	utilizing	fixed	film	media.	The	module(s)	consist	of	a	fiberglass	tank(s)	
containing	a	pre-determined	amount	of	media.	Effluent	is	sprayed	over	the	
media	utilizing	specialized	spay	nozzles.	This	patented	delivery	system	
evenly	distributes	wastewater	to	achieve	the	desired	treatment	levels.

The	AeroCell	utilizes	open	cell	foam	media.	The	foam	has	a	high	porosity,	
large	surface	area	and	ease	of	microbial	attachment	that	allows	for	loading	
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rates	up	to	ten	times	that	of	sand.	Open	cell	foam	has	a	fifteen	year	track	re-
cord	of	treating	wastewater	to	the	highest	quality	treatment	levels.	The	appli-
cation	rates	for	the	AeroCell®	system	have	been	carefully	selected	to	provide	
optimal	treatment	and	performance	in	a	long	lasting	media.

The	Bio-COIRTM	utilizes	a	patent	pending	Bio-COIR	media	for	treatment.		The	
Bio-COIR	media	is	composed	of	fibers	that	constitutes	the	thick	mesocarp,	or	
husk,	of	the	coconut	fruit.	The	long	fibers	are	used	for	ropes,	door	mats	etc,	
leaving	pith	tissue	and	short	to	medium	length	fibers	as	a	waste	which	has	
accumulated	in	heaps	in	many	third	world	countries.		The	short	to	medium	
length	fibers	used	in	Bio-COIR	are	a	lingocellulosic	material.	The	high	lignin	
content	of	these	fibers	results	in	a	more	durable	material	than	other	natural	
medias.	The	high	lignin	content	of	45.84%	also	results	in	a	slower	degrada-
tion	of	the	media	and	assures	that	excellent	water/air	ratio	is	maintained	over	
a	longer	period	of	time.

In	both	AeroCell	&	Bio-COIR	systems,	pretreatment	of	the	wastewater	occurs	
through	the	use	of	a	septic	tank	equipped	with	a	Zabel®	A300	series	effluent	
filter	on	the	outlet.	The	pretreated	wastewater	then	moves	into	a	dosing	tank	
where	an	effluent	pump	doses	the	wastewater	to	the	treatment	module(s).	The	
dosing	of	effluent	occurs	in	short	frequent	doses	over	a	24-hour	period	utiliz-
ing	a	timed	dosed	control	panel.	Effluent	is	sprayed	over	the	media	through	
the	use	of	specially	designed	helical	spray	nozzles	that	provide	uniform	distri-
bution	of	the	effluent	over	the	entire	surface	area.

Once	sprayed,	the	effluent	moves	via	gravity	down	though	the	media	where	it	
is	allowed	to	come	into	contact	with	beneficial	microorganisms	that	serve	to	
treat	the	effluent	to	NSF	International	Standard	40	Class	1	requirements.		After	
passing	through	the	full	depth	of	media	the	effluent	travels	to	the	QUANICSTM	
ATS-GRD-100/80/20	recirculation	device.	The	recirculation	device	splits	the	
flow	and	discharges	80%	back	into	the	treatment	stream	and	20%	to	the	final	
disposal	point.		In	periods	of	low	flow,	100%	of	the	treated	effluent	discharg-
es	back	into	the	treatment	stream.

OPERATING	INSTRUCTIONS

The	AeroCell	&	Bio-COIR	systems	have	been	designed	and	built	 to	provide	
efficient,	 dependable	 and	 reliable	 service.	However,	 as	with	 any	 individual	
wastewater	 treatment	 system,	 routine	 periodic	 service	 is	 required.	 When	
proper	 preventive	maintenance	 is	 performed,	 these	 systems	will	 operate	 at	
designed	performance	levels	giving	years	of	satisfactory	treatment	of	domestic	
wastewater.

The	local	dealer	from	whom	you	purchased	your	AeroCell	or	Bio-COIR	sys-
tem	will	perform	all	routine	inspections	for	the	first	2	years	from	the	original	
date	of	installation.	At	the	time	of	inspection,	the	system	will	be	checked	for	
proper	operation.	If	a	problem	exists,	service	will	be	performed	at	no	charge	
to	the	owner	unless	the	required	maintenance	is	not	warranty	related.	At	the	
end	of	the	2	year	initial	service	period,	your	local	dealer	will	make	available	
a	continuing	service	policy.		Call	QUANICS	at	1-877-QUANICS	for	more	in-
formation.

The	treatment	system	electrical	controls	are	located	within	the	control	panel.	
The	control	panel	enclosure	is	equipped	with	an	alarm	beacon	and	an	audible	
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horn	alarm.	See	“System	Troubleshooting	Guide”	 in	 this	manual	 for	 instruc-
tions	on	what	to	do	if	the	alarm	beacon	or	horn	comes	on.	After	a	power	fail-
ure,	if	an	alarm	remains	on	for	more	than	30	minutes	you	should	call	the	local	
dealer	immediately.
Your	AeroCell®	or	Bio-COIRTM	system	will	handle	all	domestic	wastewater	from	
your	home.	By	the	term	wastewater	we	are	referring	to	rapidly	biodegradable	
material.	To	keep	maintenance	at	a	minimum	level	and	to	prevent	the	system	
from	malfunctioning,	the	following	guidelines	need	to	be	followed:
*	Since	aerobic	bacteria	are	responsible	for	treating	the	wastewater,	inorganic	
or	non	rapidly	biodegradable	materials	should	not	be	put	 into	the	system.	
Examples	of	improper	items	are:		plastic	products,	rubber	products,	sanitary	
napkins	or	tampons,	washcloths,	cigarette	butts,	coffee	grounds,	eggshells,	
matches,	or	other	non-biodegradable	objects.

*	Do	not	dispose	of	cooking	grease	or	large	amounts	of	oil	into	system;	instead	
pour	it	into	a	container	and	dispose	of	it	properly.

*	To	minimize	pump-out	frequency,	limit	use	of	garbage	disposals.
*	Lint	 from	 lint	catchers,	hair,	etc.,	 should	be	disposed	 in	 the	 trash	and	not	
washed	down	the	drain.

*	Water	softener	backwash	should	not	be	routed	through	the	system.		Another	
source	of	disposal	should	be	used.

*	Diapers	can	be	rinsed	out	in	the	toilet;	however,	do	not	flush	cloth	or	dispos-
able	diapers	down	the	toilet.

*	Large	amounts	of	harsh	chemicals,	high-sudsing	detergents,	disinfectants	or	
any	substance	that	kills	bacteria	must	not	be	discharged	into	the	system.

*	The	system	will	not	perform	to	its	fullest	capabilities	if	volumetric	overload	is	
allowed	to	occur.	This	occurs	whenever	excessive	water,	above	the	designed	
flow	rate,	is	allowed	into	the	system.		Excessive	water	use	or	leaking	plumb-
ing	fixtures	may	cause	this	condition.

Other	 than	 for	 the	mechanical	 and	 structural	workings	 of	 the	 system	 itself,	
QUANICSTM	 is	 not	 responsible	 for	 the	 in-field	 operation	 of	 a	 system.	 The	
proper	operation	of	 this	or	any	other	 individual	wastewater	system	depends	
upon	proper	organic	and	hydraulic	loading	of	the	system.	We	cannot	control	
the	loading	and	thereby	cannot	control	the	amount	of	harmful	substances	that	
may	be	discharged	into	the	system.		Only	the	users	of	a	system	can	control	
what	enters	the	unit.

MAINTENANCE	SCHEDULE

Your	AeroCell	or	Bio-COIR	system	includes	an	initial	service	policy	stating	
that	QUANICS	or	Certified	SERVICE	PROVIDER	shall	inspect	the	AeroCell	or	
Bio-COIR	system	once	every	six	(6)	months	for	a	period	of	two	(2)	years.	An	
extended	service	policy	with	terms	comparable	to	the	initial	policy,	will	be	
available	for	purchase	by	the	owner	from	QUANICS	or	the	Certified	SERVICE	
PROVIDER.	

If	any	problem	is	found	during	the	time	of	initial	service	policy	and	can	not	
be	remedied	during	inspection,	the	homeowner	will	be	notified	in	writing	of	
the	situation	along	with	a	date	of	estimated	completion.

Normal	maintenance	on	your	AeroCell	or	Bio-COIR	system	will	include:
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1.	 Effluent	quality	inspection:	visual	assessment	of	color,	turbidity,	and	scum	
overflows	and	an	olfactory	assessment	of	odor.

2.	Maintaining	effluent	filter
3.	 Maintaining	filtered	pump	vault
4.	 Proper	pump	operation
5.	 Inspecting	and	testing	system	alarms
6.	 Check	spray	nozzles	for	debris
7.	 Inspect	septic/dosing	tanks	for	pump	out	 	 					
Note	 1:	 Replacement	 parts	 can	 be	 obtained	 from	 your	 local	 dealer	 or	
QUANICS.
Note	 2:	 Pumping	 the	 septic/dosing	 tanks	 is	 usually	 necessary	 every	 2	 to	 6	
years;	however,	there	is	no	set	time	because	loadings	vary	from	household	to	
household.	Access	to	the	tank(s)	is	accomplished	through	the	normal	26-inch	
access	opening,	which	is	at	surface	grade.	The	tank(s)	should	be	washed	and	
cleaned	while	it	is	being	pumped.	The	waste	from	the	system	must	be	disposed	
of	in	compliance	with	all	federal,	state,	and	local	laws.
Warning	-	Caution	must	be	used	when	pumping	water	from	any	tank.
Hydraulic	 displacement	 and	 tank	 flotation	may	 occur	whenever	water	 and	
solids	are	removed	from	the	tank	when	high	groundwater	conditions	exist.	Any	
source	of	water	in	the	soil	around	the	system	installation	could	cause	the	tank	
to	 float.	Water	 sources	may	 include	 rainfall,	 springs,	 creeks,	 bayous,	 rivers,	
lakes,	and	coastal	areas.	Proper	precautions	are	therefore	required	to	prevent	
tank	flotation	due	to	hydraulic	displacement.

These	precautions	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	the	following:
*	System	 locations	 -	 choose	a	 site	 that	will	minimize	possible	groundwater	
saturation.	Consider	seasonal	water	table	and	soil	conditions	in	the	area	of	
installation.	Do	not	 locate	 the	 system	 in	 a	 low	 spot	 in	 the	 ground	where	
water	tends	to	pool	or	at	the	edge	of	any	natural	body	of	water.	If	such	a	lo-
cation	cannot	be	avoided,	call	QUANICSTM	(1-877-QUANICS)	for	technical	
advice.

*	It	is	recommended	that	you	pump	the	tank	during	dry	seasons	only.	How-
ever,	 if	 tank	 must	 be	 pumped	 during	 the	 wet	 season,	 watch	 for	 upward	
movement	of	the	tank	while	pumping	is	being	done.	If	upward	movement	is	
detected	during	pumping,	immediately	stop	pumping	water	out	of	the	tank	
and	refill	the	tank	to	stop	flotation.	Each	site	must	be	evaluated	on	a	case-
by-case	basis	to	determine	the	best	time	to	remove	water	from	the	tank	and	
prevent	flotation.

COMPLIANCE	WITH	LAW

All	 permits	 and	 approvals	 from	 the	 local	 regulatory	 body	 should	 first	 be	
obtained	before	the	treatment	system	is	 installed.	 	All	state	and	federal	 laws	
should	be	obeyed	in	areas	that	do	not	have	local	control	over	environmental	
activities.

It	 is	important	to	remember	that	each	state	has	independent	regulations	and	
guidelines	for	the	installation	of	this	treatment	system	and	any	auxiliary	equip-
ment	that	may	accompany	the	system.	You	are	responsible	for	installing	this	
system	and	associated	ancillary	items	in	accordance	with	all	regulations	and	
guidelines	as	they	are	issued	in	your	respective	state.	If	such	items	as	pretreat-
ment	tanks,	storage	or	equalization	tanks,	chlorination	facilities,	pump	tanks,	
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etc.	are	required	by	law,	then	it	is	the	intent	of	this	company	to	comply	with	
the	letter	of	the	law.

QUANICS	through	its	years	of	experience	recognizes	the	advantages	of	every	
component	of	the	wastewater	treatment	system.	Because	of	this	experience	we	
can	recommend	to	you	those	parts	of	a	system	that	are	beneficial	to	the	overall	
system	and	those	that	are	also	compliant	with	the	laws	in	your	state.	Please	
contact	us	for	assistance	or	inquiries	at	1-877-QUANICS.

START-UP	PROCEDURE

Once	all	installation	connections	are	completed,	remove	the	four	spray	noz-
zles	by	un-clamping	them	from	the	discharge	assembly.	Turn	on	the	pump	to	
flush	any	debris	from	inside	the	discharge	assembly.	After	flushing,	turn	off	the	
pump	and	reinstall	by	locating	the	nozzle	over	the	discharge	hole	and	sliding	
the	clamp	over	the	top	of	the	discharge	assembly.	Turn	the	pump	back	on	to	
pressurize	the	system	to	check	for	leaks	and	set	the	pressure	gauge	mounted	
on	the	nozzle	discharge	assembly	to	5-8	psi	using	the	ball	valve	attached	to	the	
assembly.	Place	the	control	panel	Pump	On	switch	in	the	auto	position.

If	the	system	is	to	be	used	intermittently	or	extended	periods	of	non	use	are	
anticipated,	no	special	procedures	are	required.	The	system	is	equipped	with	
a	timer,	floats,	and	recirculation	device	that	will	keep	the	system	operational.		
If	 any	mechanical	or	electrical	problems	 	are	experienced	when	attempting	
startup,	the	owner	should	call	the	dealer	for	service	and	assistance.

SYSTEM	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE

The	AeroCell®	&	Bio-COIRTM	systems	have	proven	to	be	very	effective	and	reli-
able	in	the	treatment	of	domestic	wastewater.	The	problems	outlined	here	oc-
cur	only	in	a	very	small	percent	of	total	installations.	They	can	all	be	corrected	
and	most	can	be	prevented.

When	calling	 for	 service,	describe	 the	problem	 in	detail	 and	determine	 the	
system	age	and	 service	history	 from	your	 records.	You	will	need	 to	provide	
the	service	technician	with	the	model	numbers	of	the	treatment	system.	These	
are	found	on	data	plates	on	the	lid	of	the	treatment	module.	Service	will	be	
provided	by	QUANICS	or	Certified	SERVICE	PROVIDER	within	48	hours	of	
request.

If	routine	servicing	does	not	solve	the	problem,	additional	steps/maintenance,	
repair	 and/or	 replacement	 of	 defective	 parts	may	 be	 required.	Your	 service	
representative	should	perform	these	system	inspections	to	assure	adequate	and	
proper	operation	of	the	wastewater	treatment	system.

1.	Proper	Installation	Check
Inspect	system	to	verify	that	the	treatment	system	is	installed	properly	and	is	
not	damaged.	The	system	should	be	level	and	internal	components	should	be	
in	their	proper	place	and	working	order.	High	water	level	in	the	system	can	
adversely	affect	performance.

2.	Proper	Treatment	Check
After	 determining	 that	 the	 system	 is	 installed	properly	 and	 is	 not	 damaged,	
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inspect	 the	 operation	 and	maintenance	 status	 to	 determine	 if	 the	 system	 if	
performing	correctly.

To	do	this	a	technician	takes	a	grab	sample	of	the	effluent.		This	is	tested	for	
Total	Suspended	Solids	(TSS)	and	Biochemical	Oxygen	Demand	(BOD).		The	
results	should	be	within	the	performance	guidelines	outlined	by	NSF	Standard	
40	for	Class	1	effluent.	Adjustment	and	repairs	to	the	system	will	be	made	as	
required	by	following	factory	recommended	guidelines.	Corrections	to	the	sys-
tem	by	a	qualified	service	technician	can	keep	the	system	operating	properly.

3.	Alarm	System	Check
The	alarm	supplied	with	 this	system	provides	 the	owner	with	a	secure,	 reli-
able,	dependable,	and	economical	means	of	notification	for	high	water	levels.	
This	alarm	needs	to	be	inspected	and	tested	during	each	system	operation	and	
maintenance	site	visit.

The	outside	face	of	the	control	panel	enclosure	is	equipped	with	visible	and	
audible	alarms	to	alert	you	of	high-level	conditions.	If	the	alarms	are	activated	
on	the	control	panel,	a	service	technician	should	be	called	to	determine	the	
cause	and	make	corrections.	To	silence	the	horn	alarm	while	waiting	for	the	
service	technician	to	arrive,	locate	the	switch	on	outside	of	face	of	the	control	
panel	enclosure	labeled	“normal/silence”	and	push	it	into	the	“silence”	(right)	
position.	The	alarm	beacon	will	 remain	 illuminated	until	alarm	condition	 is	
solved.

If	you	exceed	the	system’s	designed	daily	flow	rate	(due	to	having	house	guests,	
doing	multiple	loads	of	laundry,	etc.)	the	storage	capacity	of	the	pump/holding	
tank	can	be	exceeded,	 activating	audible	 and	visible	 alarms.	This	 system	 is	
equipped	with	a	timer	override	function	that	should	allow	the	system	to	run	
longer	and	alleviate	any	alarm	condition.		If	the	alarms	are	activated,	silence	
the	 horn	 alarm	by	 locating	 the	 switch	on	outside	 face	of	 the	 control	 panel	
enclosure	labeled	“normal/silence”	and	pushing	it	to	the	“silence”	(right)	posi-
tion.		The	alarm	beacon	will	remain	illuminated	until	alarm	condition	is	solved.	
If	excess	water	use	continues,	this	problem	could	occur	repeatedly.

4.	Check	to	Determine	Other	Tanks	Need	Pumping
High	solids	level	in	other	tanks	can	cause	improper	functioning	of	the	treat-
ment	system.	Inspection	and	service,	as	needed,	should	be	performed	a	mini-
mum	of	every	6	months.		

SAFETY

As	raw	wastewater	may	and	usually	does	contain	some	level	of	unsafe	micro-
organisms,	proper	 respect	and	care	must	be	given	 to	safety.	 	Whenever	you	
come	into	contact	with	raw	sewage,	do	not	fear	the	contact,	but	do	take	proper	
precautions	to	avoid	potential	danger.

Follow	these	simple	safety	precautions	whenever	exposed	to	wastewater:
*	Wear	 disposable	 rubber	 gloves	 when	 handling	 wastewater	 contaminated	
items.

*	Always	wash	with	soap	and	water	after	handling	wastewater	contaminated	
items.	The	use	of	good	bactericide	soap	is	strongly	recommended.

*	Always	dispose	of	scum,	 rags,	 trash,	debris,	or	soiled	material	 in	a	proper	
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waste	container.
*	If	a	wastewater	spill	or	leak	occurs	in	a	yard,	flush	area	with	plenty	of	clean	
water	and	disinfect.	If	a	spill	or	leak	occurs	in	the	house,	clean	with	a	dilute	
solution	of	bleach.

*	Protect	any	injury,	wound,	open	cut,	etc.	from	exposure	to	wastewater.	Pre-
vention	is	always	better	and	easier	than	curing	a	disease.

*	If	an	illness	or	disease	is	suspected	to	have	come	from	exposure	to	sewage,	
get	proper	medical	attention	immediately.		There	are	some	serious	diseases	
that	could	be	transmitted	by	contact	with	raw	sewage	-	take	the	proper	pre-
cautions	and	be	safe!

LIMITED	WARRANTY

QUANICSTM,	herein	identified	as	QUANICS,	warrants	each	AeroCell®	&	Bio-COIRTM	
wastewater	treatment	system	to	be	free	from	defects	in	material	and	workmanship	for	
a	period	of	two	(2)	years	from	the	date	of	installation	by	an	authorized	Dealer	for	the	
end	user	when	properly	registered	with	QUANICS.	The	sole	obligation	under	this	war-
ranty	is	as	follows:	QUANICS	shall	fulfill	this	warranty	by	replacing	or	exchanging	any	
component	part,	FOB	factory	that	in	QUANICS’	judgment	shows	evidence	of	defects,	
provided	said	component	part	has	been	paid	for	and	is	returned	through	an	authorized	
Dealer,	transportation	prepaid.		The	Limited	Warranty	does	not	make	any	provision	for	
an	informal	dispute	settlement	arrangement.
The	 warranty	 does	 not	 cover	 QUANICS	 wastewater	 treatment	 systems	 and	 related	
components	that	have	flooded,	by	external	means,	or	that	have	been	disassembled	by	
unauthorized	person,	 improperly	 installed,	 subjected	 to	external	damage	or	damage	
due	to	altered	or	improper	wiring	or	overload	protection.
Recommendations	for	special	applications	will	be	based	upon	the	best	available	exper-
tise	of	QUANICS	and	published	industry	information.	Such	recommendations	do	not	
constitute	a	warranty	of	satisfactory	performance.
No	warranty	 is	made	 as	 to	 the	 field	 performance	 of	 any	 systems.	The	 Limited	War-
ranty	applies	to	the	systems	and	does	not	include	any	portion	of	the	plumbing,	drain-
age,	 house	 wiring	 or	 installation	 of	 the	 treatment	 systems.	Accessories	 supplied	 by	
QUANICS,	but	manufactured	by	others,	are	warranted	for	a	period	of	two	(2)	years.	In	
no	event	shall	QUANICS	be	responsible	for	delay	or	damages	of	any	kind	or	character	
resulting	from,	or	caused	directly	or	indirectly	by,	defective	components	or	materials	
manufactured	by	others.
The	Limited	Warranty	extends	to	the	end	user	of	this	product.	The	end	user	is	defined	as	
the	purchaser	who	first	has	the	system	installed,	or	in	the	case	of	the	system	designed	
for	non-permanent	 installation,	 the	purchaser	who	first	uses	 the	system.	 It	 is	 the	end	
user’s	obligation	to	make	known	to	any	other	consumer	the	terms	and	conditions	of	this	
Limited	Warranty.	
QUANICS	reserves	the	right	to	revise,	change,	or	modify	the	construction	and	design	
of	the	QUANICS	aerobic	wastewater	treatment	system,	or	any	component	part	or	parts	
thereof,	without	 incurring	any	obligations	 to	make	such	changes	or	modifications	 in	
previously	sold	equipment.	QUANICS	also	reserves	the	right,	in	making	replacements	
of	 component	 parts	 under	 this	warranty,	 to	 furnish	 a	 component	 part,	which,	 in	 its	
judgment,	is	equivalent	to	the	part	replaced.	This	warranty	is	a	Limited	Warranty.	No	
claim	of	any	nature	shall	be	made	against	QUANICS	unless	and	until	the	end	user,	or	
their	 legal	 representative,	notifies	QUANICS,	 in	writing	of	 the	defect	complained	of	
and	delivers	the	product	and	/or	defective	part(s),	freight	prepaid,	to	QUANICS	or	an	
authorized	QUANICS	dealer.
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500	GPD	AeroCell®	System
www.quanics.net/autocad.htm
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500	GPD	Bio-COIRTM	System
www.quanics.net/autocad.htm
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Warranty Form to go here



122905-296

P.O.	BOX	1520	 PHONE:			(502)	992-8200
6244	OLD	LAGRANGE	ROAD	 	 1-877-QUANICS
CRESTWOOD,	KY	40014	 FAX:				 (502)	992-8201
www.quanics.net

Treatment	system	service	provider:


